Adaptive coaching
building a business case
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Bring the benefits of adaptive coaching
to your organisation
Adaptive coaching enables your organisation to supercharge the effectiveness of its
coaching programme. It gives coachees a truly personalised experience that maximises
outcomes and reduces wasted coaching time. It also allows you to offer coaching to
everyone in your organisation, without breaking the bank.
But of course, it’s never as simple as just deciding to implement a new service and leaving it at that. We understand
that to convince your organisation to invest in adaptive coaching, you’ll need to build a business case. This document is
designed to help you think about and formulate powerful arguments that demonstrate the potential of adaptive coaching
for your organisation, and put together a strong business case for it.

What are we covering?

In this guide we’ll be looking at four key areas of any
good business case:
The challenge your organisation needs to solve
The opportunity that adaptive coaching provides
The solution you’re proposing – adaptive coaching
from Connor
Demonstrating return on expectation – how to prove
the value of adaptive coaching
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The challenge
The first part of any business case needs to identify the problem or business opportunity, and articulate why
change is needed. Articulating that problem is a two-fold process; in the first place you need to identify the
challenge – which can be a relatively simple issue – and then you need to link that to your organisation’s wider
objectives.
The exact nature of the challenge may well be unique to your organisation, but here are some examples that we see in the market, which
adaptive coaching is well suited to fixing:

Business case step 1:

Outline the challenges you are trying to solve, and how
those challenges impact on strategic objectives your
organisation has set. You will provide the evidence for
adaptive coaching in subsequent steps.

The effectiveness of your coaching is in doubt. If traditional coaching programmes aren’t set up in the right way, they can create a
passiveness in coachees. This reduces the effectiveness of coaching.
You want to offer coaching out to more people in your organisation. However, your current coaching offering is prohibitively
rigid, both in its design and pricing model, which effectively restricts the benefits of coaching to ‘the chosen few’.
Your coachees are struggling to fit coaching into their working lives. People’s working lives are getting busier and
more decentralised. Only 27% of respondents to a survey we ran said that their senior leaders found it easy to attend
regular, office-based meetings (which is how most coaching sessions are run); 70% said that it was either “quite hard” or
“impossible” for those leaders to fit coaching into their routine.
At the same time, all your employees will likely be starting to work more flexibly. Parents may be juggling childcare and
work commitments, and remote working is fast becoming the norm. Salespeople are now, just as they’ve always been,
on the road most of the time. Traditional coaching, in our experience, is just not able to map to these working styles.

What’s wrong with traditional coaching?

In short, nothing - if it’s done well. Coaching continues to be a hugely useful tool for any
organisation to develop its people, however it’s delivered.

However, if traditional coaching isn’t done properly - with clear goals, regular feedback, and full
engagement from the coachee and their organisation - it can become an ineffective method of
developing your people. When we refer to ‘traditional coaching’ in this guide, it’s this situation
we’re referring to.

Once you’ve identified and articulated the challenge(s) that you want to solve for your organisation, think about the wider
objectives your organisation is trying to achieve. How will the challenges you’ve identified, if left unchecked, threaten
those objectives? Here are a few examples we’ve encountered working with clients:
Your organisation is trying to grow, downsize, or relocate. All of these initiatives require your people to develop
new skills, behaviours and attitudes. If your coaching programme isn’t able to deliver these, your organisation’s
change initiative could stall.
You are trying to deliver on a specific goal, such as trying to improve gender or ethnic minority representation up
the organisation. If coaching doesn’t map to the way those groups tend to work (for instance, fitting around childcare
commitments), then your organisation may fail to meet its goals.
High turnover associated with employees feeling frustrated with a lack of career progression or support. Coaching
that adds to their work-related stress by being inflexible, could exacerbate this problem rather than solve it.
You want to move to a more flexible way of working in your organisation. If your organisation is supporting
people to work more flexibly and virtually, then a coaching solution that does not match this will not work.
You’d like to build leadership skills across your manager population. A flexible approach will help you deliver
coaching where it is needed the most — and that need is something you can reassess on a dynamic basis.
Your task is to show how adaptive coaching specifically will help solve that challenge or deliver that goal, and that doing
nothing will threaten them.
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The opportunity

The case for adaptive coaching

Sometimes it feels like coaching hasn’t really moved on since the ‘90s with fixed-format sessions,
classroom-style learning, and a focus on people at higher levels of the organisation — people who
have already achieved some success in their careers.

According to the Institute of Coaching:

The problem with traditional coaching

The trouble is, workforces weren’t as diverse back when traditional coaching programmes were in their heyday. These days
organisations everywhere are embracing diversity - not just along the lines of gender and ethnicity, but increasingly neurodiversity
is in the spotlight. The way we work is changing too; workforces are increasingly dispersed, often working from home, senior
leaders are constantly moving between meetings and somehow, the idea of checking in for a regular, fixed-location coaching
session just seems like a retrograde step — one that could lead to business opportunities being lost.

A Connor Twitter poll carried
out in May 2019 confirmed that
“46% of HR professionals feel
that more than 20% of their
coaching hours are lost, wasted
or under-utilised”.

What’s more, when you buy up large blocks of training and development and they don’t all get used, it can be a major drain on
your training and development budget — for negligible benefit.

Business case step 2:

Estimate:
• How many hours of coaching are currently going unused, or are not being fully optimised and
how much that is costing your organisation.
• Costs associated with not having the right capabilities and performance at all levels in the
organisation e.g. hiring external consultants, lost opportunities etc.
• The cost of losing and replacing staff because they don’t feel supported in their careers.
Use anecdotal data if you need to — it will be almost impossible to come up with an exact figure,
and trying to do so could cause your project to stall before it’s even started.

“…80% of people who receive coaching report increased self-confidence, and over 70% benefit
from improved work performance, relationships, and more effective communication skills”.
So we know coaching works, but traditional coaching isn’t always as effective as it needs to be.
Enter adaptive coaching.
Adaptive coaching can be delivered however, wherever, whenever and to whomever it’s needed — in person, online, in the local
park — just allocate it from the pool of hours you’ve purchased.
When coaching is not only targeted at coachees’ specific needs but carried out to their own agenda, they tend to be more
engaged and that results in faster outcomes. Faster outcomes bring faster business benefits, and can reduce the coaching hours
and costs incurred per head. This is one of the ways that adaptive coaching can help organisations offer coaching out to more
people – it helps make your budget go further. You’ll also make the best use of your investment by ensuring every pound you
spend is put towards coaching, whoever needs it.
This flexibility can help you more easily link your coaching programme to organisation goals. For example, women returning to
work often find the organisation has moved on while they’ve been away, leaving them feeling out of touch and overwhelmed.
Now, you can quickly allocate coaching hours to help them get back into the groove, maintain confidence and stay on top of the
workload, and contribute at the same time to your goal to improve gender representation. Just as we linked the challenges to your
organisation’s wider goals, so too should the opportunities link to those goals.

Business case step 3:

Consider the opportunities that adaptive coaching could unlock for your organisation,
based on the value it brings compared to your current coaching programme.
Link those opportunities to the business challenges/goals you identified in step 1.
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The solution

Measuring your return

So you’ve presented the benefits of adaptive coaching — and the consequences of doing nothing. The next step in your business
case is to think about how you will roll it out to the organisation.
Even if your current coaching situation isn’t ideal, any change will need to be thoroughly planned out to ensure that stakeholders
buy in, and that finance will sign off. This is why it’s great that with Connor’s adaptive coaching you can start as small as you like.
We recommend starting with a modestly sized, motivated group of coachees who can then become advocates for the programme
throughout your organisation. That group could be made up of a mixture of people – some execs, who already understand the
benefits of coaching and have wide influence, and others from across your organisation to test how this type of coaching works for
people with varying skills and responsibility levels.
It’ll also be important to track success and outcomes to decide how you roll adaptive coaching out across the wider organisation.
Using ‘before and after’ surveys can help you derive both qualitative and quantitative information about the effectiveness of the
coaching, which you can use to support this, and positive experiences and testimonies can be used to achieve buy-in from
employees throughout the organisation.
Think about interesting ways to get your trial group to share their experiences — short videos, coffee-break information sessions
and breakfast meetings are a great way to get the word out without disrupting the working day.

Of course, what your stakeholders also want to know before investing in something new is when the
organisation will see a return on its investment.
Some of the benefits of adaptive coaching are easier to quantify than others. You can estimate, for example:
Reduced overall coaching costs

Time-to-performance

Money saved from sessions no longer
being under-utilised

Employee engagement, creative outputs of
coaching such as innovative thinking and new
growth initiatives/cost saving ideas.

Productivity improvements
Retention of staff

The number of people ready for promotion, or
equipped to take on a stretch

Speed of onboarding people into key roles
But it’s vital not to underestimate the subjective benefits of targeted coaching. At Connor, rather than
talk about a return on investment, we talk about ‘return on expectation’. Are coachees achieving their
personal goals and contributing to your organisation goals. For example, have you reduced staff
turnover? Are there more women at senior levels of the organisation? Or did your office move go
smoothly with minimal disruption? It’s a great idea to link the expectations you plan to measure against
the challenges and objectives you’ve identified earlier in your business case.

Business case step 5:

• Keep referring back to the challenges and
goals you identified in step 1 to make sure
your adaptive coaching programme is
doing what you expected it to do.
• Feed back regularly to the board and other
stakeholders to ensure they understand
the value of adaptive coaching

‘Before and after’ surveys are a really great way to measure return on expectation too, so we advise
you to ask coachees to complete them whenever you offer someone adaptive coaching.

Business case step 4:

Start small and roll out in stages to allay
concerns about risk, and build employee
engagement and buy-in

The difference in behaviour in our leadership
team is astonishing and the quality of their
output has improved noticeably. We’re thrilled
with the fundamental changes you’ve made to
our business.
HR Director, Flogas

86% of companies
report that they
recouped their
investment on
coaching and more.
Institute of coaching

Why work with Connor?

Adaptive coaching is delivered to the same consistently high standard as all our coaching. Unlike most individuals
referring to themselves as a coach, Connor coaches are regularly assessed, in continuous professional development, and
supervised on an ongoing basis. We assess our coaches not only for their organisation and sector background but also for
their instincts, intuition and style, meaning that our coaches can support almost any individual to achieve their full potential.
We’ve been helping organisations get the best out of their people for a quarter of a century. If you’d like some help
putting together a business case and rolling out adaptive coaching in your organisation, we can help.

Ready to discuss next steps? We’d love to talk:
+44 (0)1491 414 010

@ info@connor.co.uk

connor.co.uk

About Connor
Connor are the people and change experts. We are passionate, pragmatic, flexible and agile.
We love working with organisations to improve their performance through their people across
the full employee lifecycle:

Our core values drive
everything we do and
make ‘The Connor
Difference’:

Outplacement - We are one of the most experienced providers of outplacement support in the
UK and internationally. Our acclaimed, highly personal service provides as-long-as-it-takes
support for employees to find their next opportunity, whatever it may be, and is always tailored
to your budget.

- ‘Human focus’
- We love to do the doing

Career transition - Connor’s career transition services help organisations support individuals
through transitional periods in their working lives. From career coaching to returner
programmes to retirement planning, we give individuals and organisations the tailored support
that helps them make the most of the changing world of work.

- Outcomes focused
- Flexible
- Transparent
- Agile methodology

People development - Connor has over 25 years of expertise in the development of leaders,
individuals and teams. We work with HR, talent and executive communities to drive sustained
and positive change across their people and organisations through specialist training and
innovative solutions that deliver measurable ROI.

- Maximum value for
money

Organisational change - Connor can partner with you over your entire change journey
to plan, land and embed change with your teams. Our expertise spans: mergers &
acquisitions, relocation, employee transfers (TUPE), restructures, redundancy, and complex
contract changes, as well as delivering change within a HR function.
HR services - Our flexible HR services span the full spectrum, from conflict resolution, to HR
audits, to full HR outsourcing and HR recruitment. Our hand-picked teams of HR experts enable
you to focus on strategically important work, knowing that the day-to-day is taken care of.
Contact us:

Connor, The Quadrant,

Upper Culham Farm, Upper Culham Road,
Upper Culham, Berkshire, RG10 8NR

+44 (0)1491 414 010

@

info@connor.co.uk

connor.co.uk

linkedin.com/company/
the-connor-consultancy

@Connor_HR

@Connorpeople

